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We reconcile trade theory with plant-level export behavior, extending the Ricardian
model to accommodate many countries, geographic barriers, and imperfect com-
petition. Our model captures qualitatively basic facts about U.S. plants: (i) pro-
ductivity dispersion, (ii) higher productivity among exporters, (iii) the small fraction
who export, (iv) the small fraction earned from exports among exporting plants, and
(v) the size advantage of exporters. Fitting the model to bilateral trade among the
United States and 46 major trade partners, we examine the impact of globalization
and dollar appreciation on productivity, plant entry and exit, and labor turnover in
U.S. manufacturing. (JEL F11, F17, O33)

A new empirical literature has emerged that
examines international trade at the level of in-
dividual producers. Bernard and Jensen (1995,
1999a), Sofronis Clerides et al. (1998), and Bee
Yan Aw et al. (2000), among others, have un-
covered stylized facts about the behavior and
relative performance of exporting � rms and
plants which hold consistently across a number
of countries. Most strikingly, exporters are in
the minority; they tend to be more produc-
tive and larger, yet they usually export only a
small fraction of their output. This heteroge-
neity of performance diminishes only mod-

estly when attention is restricted to producers
within a given industry or with similar factor
intensity.

International trade theory has not had much
to say about these producer-level facts, and in
many cases is inconsistent with them. To the
extent that empirical implications have been of
concern, trade theory has been aimed at under-
standing aggregate evidence on such topics as
the factor content of trade and industry special-
ization. To understand the effects of trade on
micro issues such as plant closings, however,
we need a theory that recognizes differences
among individual producers within an industry.
Moreover, as we elaborate below, such a theory
is needed to understand the implicationsof trade
for such aggregate magnitudes as worker
productivity.

Our purpose here is to develop a model of
international trade that comes to grips with what
goes on at the producer level. Such a model
requires three crucial elements. First, we need to
acknowledge the heterogeneity of plants. To do
so we introduce Ricardian differences in tech-
nological ef� ciency across producers and coun-
tries. Second, we need to explain the
coexistence, even within the same industry, of
exporters and purely domestic producers. To
capture this fact we introduce costs to exporting
through a standard “iceberg” assumption (ex-
port costs to a given destination are proportional
to production costs). Third, in order for differ-
ences in technological ef� ciency not to be fully
absorbed by differences in output prices (thus
eliminating differences in measured productiv-
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ity across plants), we need imperfect competi-
tion with variable markups. We take the
simplest route of introducing Bertrand compe-
tition into the Ricardian framework with a given
set of goods.1

The core of our theoretical model is to link
the variances and covariances that we observe
in productivity, size, and export participation to
the single producer-level characteristic of tech-
nological ef� ciency. The most obvious link
might seem to be between ef� ciency and
measured productivity, e.g., value added per
worker. However, as long as all producers in a
country employ inputs in the same proportion at
the same cost, under constant returns to scale
and either perfect competition or monopolistic
competition with a common markup, they
would all appear equally productive, in spite
of any ef� ciency differences. With Bertrand
competition, however, producers who are
more ef� cient also tend to have a greater cost
advantage over their closest competition, set
higher markups, and appear more produc-
tive.2 At the same time, more ef� cient pro-
ducers are also likely to have more ef� cient
rivals, charge lower prices, and, with elastic
demand, sell more. Finally, more ef� cient

producers are more likely to beat out rivals in
foreign markets.3

A feature of our framework is its empirical
tractability. We use it to link the micro- and
macro-level data for the manufacturing sector.
Aggregate production and bilateral trade vol-
umes around the world provide all we need to
know about parameters governing geographic
barriers, aggregate technology differences, and
differences in input costs. The two remaining
parameters relate to the heterogeneity of goods
in production and in consumption. We estimate
these parameters to � t moments of the U.S.
plant-level data, and then examine how well our
model captures other features of these data.
Hence, the framework serves as a bridge be-
tween what we know about global trade � ows
(it is calibrated to � t actual bilateral trade pat-
terns) and what we have learned about plant-
level export behavior.

Since the model comes to terms with plant-
level facts quite well, we go on to ask what it
can say about how changes in the global econ-
omy affect plant entry, exit, exporting, employ-
ment, and productivity in manufacturing. In
performing these counterfactuals we hold � xed
the ef� ciencies of potential producers around
the world. Nevertheless, the two experiments
that we perform have a signi� cant impact on
aggregate value added per worker in manufac-
turing. One channel is simply through their im-
pact on the price of intermediates relative to
wages, generating substitution of intermediates
for labor. A second is through the entry or exit
of plants whose ef� ciency differs from the av-
erage. The third is through the reallocation of
production across plants with different levels of
ef� ciency.

We � rst consider the effects of “globaliza-
tion” in the form of a 5-percent drop in all
geographic barriers between countries (result-
ing in a 15-percent rise in world trade). We � nd
that this move kills off 3.3 percent of U.S.
plants. But among the survivors, more than one
in 20 of the plants that had previously sold only
to the domestic market starts exporting. Since

1 As in Eaton and Kortum (2002), specialization emerges
endogenously through the exploitation of comparative ad-
vantage. An alternative model that also allows for hetero-
geneity and geographic barriers of the iceberg variety is
Paul R. Krugman’s (1979) extension to international trade
of the monopolistic competition model introduced by Avi-
nash K. Dixit and Joseph E. Stiglitz (1977). But this ap-
proach delivers the counterfactual implication that every
producer exports everywhere. In contrast, in our model a
plant exports only when its cost advantage over its compet-
itors around the world overcomes geographic barriers. Other
attempts to explain producer heterogeneity in export perfor-
mance emphasize a � xed cost of exporting [see, e.g., Mark
J. Roberts and James R. Tybout (1997) and Marc Melitz
(forthcoming)]. With only � xed costs, the problem is that a
producer would either export nothing or else sell to different
countries of the world in proportion to their market sizes.
This second implication belies the very small share of
exports in the revenues of most exporters.

2 An extensive literature compares productivity levels
across plants. See, e.g., Martin N. Baily et al. (1992), Steven
S. Olley and Ariel Pakes (1996), and Eric J. Bartelsman and
Phoebus J. Dhrymes (1998). In making such comparisons, it
is typically assumed that the plants in question produce a
homogeneous output. Our framework shows how such com-
parisons make sense, albeit under speci� c assumptions
about technology, demand, and market structure, even when
outputs are heterogeneous.

3 Clerides et al. (1998) and Bernard and Jensen (1999a)
� nd strong empirical support for this selection mechanism
(and little or no empirical support for learning by exporting)
in explaining why exporters are more productive than non-
exporting plants.
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globalization provides the survivors larger mar-
kets, and since the survivors were larger to
begin with, the decline in manufacturing em-
ployment is only 1.3 percent. A drop in the
relative price of intermediates, the exit of un-
productive � rms, and the reallocation of pro-
duction among survivors lead to a gain in
overall manufacturing labor productivity of 4.7
percent.

We then examine a decline in U.S. “compet-
itiveness” in the form of an exogenous 10-
percent increase in the U.S. relative wage. The
number of manufacturing plants falls by 3.1
percent and manufacturing employment falls by
13 percent as plants substitute cheaper imported
intermediates for labor. Ten percent of plants
that initially export drop out of foreign markets,
a few of which exit altogether.

Because our model is stylized, the particular
numbers generated by these counterfactual sim-
ulations should be seen as suggestive more than
de� nitive. Nonetheless, they do illustrate how,
even in a very large market such as the United
States, changes in the global economy can sub-
stantially reshuf� e production. This reshuf� ing
in turn can have important implications for
overall manufacturing productivity.4

Our paper is not the only one to explore these
issues using a theoretical framework that links
measured productivity, size, and export partici-
pation to underlying variation in producer ef� -
ciency. Melitz (forthcoming) does so assuming
a � xed markup (as in Dixit-Stiglitz) and a � xed
cost of entry and of exporting. More ef� cient
� rms appear more productive because they
spread their � xed costs over larger sales and
export because they can earn enough abroad to
cover the cost of entry. We are agnostic at this
point about the empirical relevance of � xed
costs, leaving this issue for future work. What

we show here is that they are not needed to
deliver qualitatively the correlations that we
observe. Moreover, even without them we can
go quite far in explaining quantitatively the U.S.
plant-level facts.

We proceed as follows. Section I discusses
the plant-level facts we seek to explain. In Sec-
tion II we present the theory behind our quali-
tative explanations, derived in Section III, for
what happens at the plant level. Section IV goes
on to compare the model’s quantitative impli-
cations with the plant-level statistics. Section V
completes the general-equilibrium speci� cation
of the model required to undertake the counter-
factual experiments reported in Section VI. Sec-
tion VII concludes.

I. Exporter Facts

Before turning to the theory, we take a closer
look at the statistics for U.S. plants that our
model seeks to explain. Appendix A, part 2,
describes the data from the 1992 U.S. Census of
Manufactures from which these statistics are
taken.

Table 1 reports that, of the roughly 200,000
plants in the Census, only 21 percent report
exporting anything. Even the plants that do ex-
port sell mostly at home. Around two-thirds of
the exporters sell less than 10 percent of their
output abroad. More than half of exports come

4 The results of our counterfactual experiments accord
well with � ndings in the literature. Bernard and Jensen
(1999b) � nd productivity gains driven by reallocation
among U.S. producers as exporting has increased. José
Campa and Linda S. Goldberg (1995) show that imported
intermediates are an important link between U.S. producers
and the rest of the world. Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas (1999)
estimates that changes in the U.S. real exchange rate lead to
increased churning in the labor market. Keith Head and
John Ries (1999) document the substantial exit and reallo-
cation of production among Canadian producers following
tariff reductions under the Free Trade Agreement.

TABLE 1—PLANT-LEVEL EXPORT FACTS

Export status
Percentage of

all plants

No exports 79
Some exports 21

Export intensity of exporters
(percent)

Percentage of
exporting plants

0 to 10 66
10 to 20 16
20 to 30 7.7
30 to 40 4.4
40 to 50 2.4
50 to 60 1.5
60 to 70 1.0
70 to 80 0.6
80 to 90 0.5
90 to 100 0.7

Note: The statistics are calculated from all plants in the
1992 Census of Manufactures.
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from these plants. Fewer than 5 percent of the
exporting plants (which also account for about 5
percent of exporters’ total output) export more
than 50 percent of their production.

How can we reconcile the low level of export
participation and export intensity by individual
plants with the fact that 14 percent of gross U.S.
manufacturing production is exported? Part of
the answer is that U.S. manufacturing plants as
a whole report exports that sum to just over 60
percent of total U.S. exports of manufactures
reported by the OECD, an important caveat in
considering any of these statistics. (See Bernard
and Jensen, 1995, for a discussion of this prob-
lem.) The major reason, however, is that the
plants that export are much bigger, shipping on
average 5.6 times more than nonexporters. Even
excluding their exports, plants that export ship
4.8 times as much to the U.S. market than their
nonexporting counterparts.

While previous work has sought to link trade
orientation with industry, exporting producers
are in fact quite spread out across industries.
Figure 1 plots the distribution of industry export
participation: Each of the 458 4-digit manufac-
turing industries is placed in one of ten bins
according to the percentage of plants in the
industry that export. In two-thirds of the indus-
tries, the fraction of plants that export lies be-
tween 10 and 50 percent. Hence, knowing what

industry a plant belongs to leaves substantial
uncertainty about whether it exports. Industry
has less to do with exporting than standard trade
models might suggest.

Not only are plants heterogeneous in whether
they export, they also differ substantially in
measured productivity. Figure 2A plots the dis-
tribution across plants of value added per
worker (segregating exporters and nonexport-
ers) relative to the overall mean. A substantial
number of plants have productivity either less
than a fourth or more than four times the aver-
age. Again, a plant’s industry is a weak predic-
tor of its performance: Figure 2B provides the
same distribution only normalizing each plant’s
productivity by mean productivity in its 4-digit
industry. Controlling for industry only margin-
ally tightens the productivity distribution.

While there is substantial heterogeneity in
both productivity and export performance, even
within industries, Figure 2A brings out the strik-
ing association between the two. The exporters’
productivity distribution is a substantial shift to
the right of the nonexporters’ distribution. Fig-
ure 2B shows that this association survives even
when looking within 4-digit industries. As
shown in Table 2, exporters have a 33-percent
advantage in labor productivity overall, and a 15-
percent advantage relative to nonexporters within
the same 4-digit industry. While differences

FIGURE 1. INDUSTRY EXPORTING INTENSITY
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across industries certainly appear in the data,
what is surprising is how little industry explains
about exporting and productivity.

One might argue that industry is not that
informative about exporter status because it is a
poor indicator of factor intensity, which is the
true determinant of both productivity and export
activity. We explore this possibility by allocat-
ing plants into 500 bins according to capital
intensity (as measured by total assets per
worker) and into 500 bins according to the share
of payments to nonproduction workers as a
share of labor costs, a standard indicator of skill
intensity. (Bins were de� ned so that each con-
tains the same number of plants.) As shown in
Table 2, even within these bins the standard
deviation of log productivity was nearly as high
as in the raw sample. Factor intensity did even
less than industry in explaining the productivity
advantage of exporters (although each made a
modest contribution toward explaining the dif-
ference in the raw data). Taking both industry
and factor intensity into account took us a bit

further. Assigning plants within each 4-digit
industry to one of ten factor intensity deciles
reduced the productivity advantage of exporters
within these bins to 9 percent, using capital
intensity, and to 11 percent, using our skill-
intensity measure.

Nevertheless, even controlling for industry
and factor-intensity differences, substantial het-
erogeneity in productivity, and a productivity
advantage of exporters, remains. Hence a satis-
factory explanation of these phenomena must
go beyond the industry or factor-intensity di-
mension (although we concede that these fac-
tors are not irrelevant). We consequently pursue
an explanation of the plant-level facts that, as
an early foray, bypasses industry and factor-
intensity differences.

II. The Model

Our model introduces imperfect competition
into Eaton and Kortum’s (2002) probabilistic
formulation of comparative advantage, which

FIGURE 2A. RATIO OF PLANT LABOR PRODUCTIVITY TO OVERALL MEAN
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itself extends the Ricardian model of Rudiger
Dornbusch et al. (1977) to incorporate an arbi-
trary number N of countries.

As in this earlier literature, there are a con-

tinuum of goods indexed by j [ [0, 1]. De-
mand everywhere combines goods with a con-
stant elasticity of substitution s . 0. Hence
expenditure on good j in country n, Xn( j), is

TABLE 2—PLANT-LEVEL PRODUCTIVITY FACTS

Productivity measure
(value added per worker)

Variability
(standard deviation
of log productivity)

Advantage of exporters
(exporter less nonexporter

average log productivity, percent)

Unconditional 0.75 33
Within 4-digit industries 0.66 15
Within capital-intensity bins 0.67 20
Within production labor-share bins 0.73 25
Within industries (capital bins) 0.60 9
Within industries (production labor bins) 0.64 11

Notes: The statistics are calculated from all plants in the 1992 Census of Manufactures. The “within” measures subtract the
mean value of log productivity for each category. There are 450 4-digit industries, 500 capital-intensity bins (based on total
assets per worker), 500 production labor-share bins (based on payments to production workers as a share of total labor cost).
When appearing within industries there are 10 capital-intensity bins or 10 production labor-share bins.

FIGURE 2B. RATIO OF PLANT LABOR PRODUCTIVITY TO 4-DIGIT INDUSTRY MEAN
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(1) Xn ~j! 5 xnX Pn ~j!

pn
D 1 2 s

,

where Pn( j) is the price of good j in country
n, xn denotes total expenditure there, and pn 5
[ 0

1 Pn( j)12 s dj]1/(12 s ) is the appropriate
price index for country n.

Each country has multiple potential produc-
ers of each good with varying levels of technical
ef� ciency. The kth most ef� cient producer of
good j in country i can convert one bundle of
inputs into a quantity Zki( j) of good j at con-
stant returns to scale. Except for this heteroge-
neity in ef� ciency, the production technology is
identical across producers wherever and what-
ever they produce.

Goods can be transported between countries,
but at a cost. We make the standard iceberg
assumption that delivering one unit of a good in
country n requires shipping dni $ 1 units from
country i, and we normalize dii 5 1 for all i.
We impose the plausible “triangle inequality”
on the geographic barrier parameters dni:

(2) dni # dnk d ki @k,

i.e., an upper bound on the cost of moving
goods from i to n is the cost of moving them via
some third country k.

Inputs are mobile within countries but not
between them. We denote the cost of an input
bundle in country i by wi. The kth most ef� cient
producer of good j in country i can thus deliver
a unit of the good to country n at a cost:

(3) C kni ~j! 5 X w i

Zki ~j!
D dni .

Eaton and Kortum (2002) (henceforth EK),
assume perfect competition. Hence each market
n is served only by the lowest-cost supplier of
that good to that market. It charges a price equal
to this lowest cost, which is:

(4) C1n ~j! 5 min
i

$C1ni ~j!%.

But under perfect competition, prices vary in-

versely with ef� ciency exactly to eliminate any
variation in productivity, measured as the value
of output per unit input.5 Hence we assume a
form of imperfect competition in which mark-
ups vary across producers to generate variation
in measured productivity.6

In particular we assume Bertrand competi-
tion. As with perfect competition, each market n
is still captured by the low-cost supplier of each
good j. As in Gene M. Grossman and Elhanan
Helpman’s (1991) “quality ladders” model, this
supplier is constrained not to charge more than
the second-lowest cost of supplying the market,
which is:

(5) C2n ~j! 5 min$C2ni* ~j!, min
iÞi*

$C1ni ~j!%% ,

where i* satis� es C1ni*( j) 5 C1n( j). In other
words, since i* is the country with the low-cost
supplier, the second-lowest-cost supplier to
country n is either: (i) the second-lowest-cost
supplier from i* or else (ii) the low-cost sup-
plier from someplace else.

But, as in the Dixit-Stiglitz (1977) model of
monopolistic competition, the low-cost supplier
would not want to charge a markup higher than
m# 5 s/(s 2 1) for s . 1. (For s # 1 we set

5 To illustrate this point consider a producer with ef� -
ciency Z1( j) that sells only at home. Its measured produc-
tivity is P( j) Z1( j). Under perfect competition its price is
P( j) 5 w/Z1( j). Hence measured productivity is simply w,
which does not vary across producers facing the same input
cost regardless of their ef� ciency. As Tor Jakob Klette and
Zvi Griliches (1997) point out, studies that examine pro-
ductivity at a given producer over time suffer from the same
problem unless the value of output is de� ated by a producer-
speci� c price index, which is rarely available. Otherwise, an
increase in ef� ciency is masked in any productivity measure
by an offsetting drop in price. Of course, looking across
countries, ef� ciency and measured productivity are linked
even with perfect competition since countries that are on
average more technologically advanced will have higher
input costs, particularly wages.

6 Consider again, as in the previous footnote, a producer
with ef� ciency Z1( j) that sells only at home. Under imper-
fect competition it sets a price P( j) 5 M( j)w/Z1( j), where
M( j) is the producer-speci� c markup of price over unit cost.
Its measured productivity is therefore P( j) Z1( j) 5 M( j)w,
the cost of an input bundle scaled up by the markup.
Variation across producers in M( j) generates variation in
measured productivity.
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m# 5 `.) Hence the price of good j in market n
is:

(6) Pn ~j! 5 min$C2n ~j!, m# C1n ~j!%.

From equations (3) and (4), to determine who
sells good j to market n we need to know the
most ef� cient way of producing that good in
each potential source country i, Z1i( j). From
equations (3) and (5), to determine what price
the low-cost supplier will charge we also need
to know Z2i( j) in the low-cost source in case
this potential producer turns out to be the closest
competitor in market n. [We do not need to
know Zki( j) for k . 2.]

A. A Probabilistic Formulation

To cover all possibilities we thus need to
know the highest ef� ciency Z1i( j) and the
next highest Z2i( j) of producing each good j
in each country i . Rather than dealing with all
these numbers, however, we treat them as
realizations of random variables drawn from
probability distributions. We can then derive
our analytic results in terms of the small
number of parameters of these probability
distributions. A generalization of the theory
of extremes used in EK provides a very con-
venient family of ef� ciency distributions
which yield tractable distributions of prices
and markups along with simple expressions
for bilateral trade shares.

EK, needing to concern themselves only with
a country’s best producers of each good, treat
their ef� ciencies as realizations of a random
variable Z1i drawn from the Fréchet distribu-
tion. (Our convention is to drop the j index
when denoting the random variable as its dis-
tribution does not vary with the good.) As we
show in Appendix B (available at http://www.
aeaweb.org/aer/contents/), the analogue to the
Fréchet for the joint distribution of Z1i and Z2i
is:

(7) F i ~z1 , z2 ! 5 Pr@Z1i # z1 , Z2i # z2 #

5 @1 1 T i ~z2
2 u 2 z1

2 u!#e2Ti z2
2 u

,

for 0 # z2 # z1, drawn independently across
countries i and goods j.7 The distribution may
differ by country (through T i) but we choose
units so that it is identical across goods j. The
parameter u . 1 governs the heterogeneity of
ef� ciency, with higher values of u implying less
variability. In a trade context u determines the
scope for gains from trade due to comparative
advantage. Given u, the parameter Ti governs
the average level of ef� ciency in country i. A
higher Ti implies on average higher values of
Z1i and Z2i (with the distribution of Z1i/Z2i

unchanged). In a trade context Ti governs ab-
solute advantage.8

We have now introduced all the relevant pa-
rameters of the model: (i) geographic barriers
dni , (ii) input costs wi , (iii) absolute advantage
parameters T i , (iv) the comparative advantage
parameter u, and (v) the elasticity of substitu-
tion s.9 We can use expressions (3), (4), and (5)
to transform (7) into the joint distribution of the
lowest cost C1n and second-lowest cost C2n of
supplying some good to country n (Appendix C,
on the AER web site, provides the details):

(8) Gn ~c1 , c2 ! 5 Pr@C1n # c1 , C2n # c2 #

5 1 2 e2 n c1
u

2 n c1
ue2 n c2

u

,

for c1 # c2, where:

(9) n 5 O
i 5 1

N

T i ~w i dni !
2u.

The cost parameter n distills the parameters of
the ef� ciency distributions, input costs, and
trade costs around the world into a single term
governing the joint distribution of C1n and C2n ,

7 Mathematical Appendices B–J appear on the American
Economic Review web site (http://www.aeaweb.org/aer/
contents/).

8 Replacing z2 with z1 in (7) yields the marginal distri-
bution of Z1i , the distribution used in EK, where Z2i is
irrelevant.

9 Obviously in general equilibrium input costs wi are
determined endogenously in factor and input markets. This
endogeneity turns out not to matter in � tting our model to
observed data, but we take it into account in pursuing our
counterfactuals below.
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and hence the distribution of prices and mark-
ups, in country n.

B. Analytic Results

This framework delivers six key results about
prices, markups, and patterns of bilateral trade.
In the following section we use these results to
link the model with the exporter facts that we
described in Section I.

1. The probability pni that country i is the
low-cost supplier to n for any particular
good is just i’s contribution to the cost pa-
rameter n; that is:

(10) pni 5 T i ~w i dni !
2u/ n .

Aggregating across goods, pni becomes
the fraction of goods for which country i is
the low-cost supplier to country n . As a
source i becomes more competitive in mar-
ket n, through either greater average ef� -
ciency T i , lower input costs w i , or lower
costs of delivery dni , it exports a wider
range of goods there.

2. The distribution Gn(c1, c2) applies not only
to the � rst- and second-lowest costs of sup-
plying a good to country n regardless of
source, but also to those costs conditional on
the nationality of the low-cost supplier. That
is, once transport costs are taken into ac-
count, no exporting country has a systematic
cost advantage over any other in terms of
what it actually sells. Instead, countries
that are more competitive in a market ex-
ploit their greater competitiveness by ex-
porting a wider range of products, to the
point where entry at the margin equalizes
the distribution of costs across source
countries.

3. The markup Mn( j) 5 Pn( j)/C1n( j) is the
realization of a random variable Mn drawn
from a Pareto distribution truncated at the
monopoly markup:

(11) Hn ~m! 5 Pr@Mn # m#

5 5 1 2 m2u 1 # m , m#
1 m $ m# .

While the distributions of costs differ across
destinations, the distribution of markups is
the same in any destination. Furthermore,
within any destination no source sells at sys-
tematically higher markups. Again, greater
competitiveness leads to a wider range of
exports rather than to higher markups.

4. Assuming s , 1 1 u, the exact price index
in country n implied by (1) is:

(12) pn 5 g n
2 1/u.

The parameter g is a function of only the
parameters governing the heterogeneity of
technology and tastes, u and s.10

5. Since prices in any destination n have the
same distribution regardless of source i, the
share that country n spends on goods from
country i is also the fraction of goods it
purchases from there, pni given in equation
(10). That is:

(13)
xni

x n
5 pni ,

where xni is what country n spends on
goods from country i and xn is its total
spending. This relationship provides the
link between our model and data on aggre-
gate bilateral trade.

6. The share of variable costs in aggregate rev-
enues is u/(1 1 u). This share applies to the
set of active producers in any source country i.

Appendices D through H (on the AER web
site) provide proofs of results 1 through 4 and 6,

10 Speci� cally, g is:

1 1 u 2 s 1 ~s 2 1!m# 2u

1 1 u 2 s
GX 1 1 2u 2 s

u D 1/~1 2 s!

,

as shown in Appendix G (on the AER web site). The
restriction on s and u ensures that goods are suf� ciently
heterogeneous in consumption relative to their heterogene-
ity in production so that buyers do not concentrate their
purchases on a few low-price goods. As long as we obey
this parameter restriction, g is irrelevant for anything that
we do empirically.
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respectively, while result 5 follows immediately
from 1 and 2.

The functional form of the distribution from
which ef� ciencies are drawn is obviously criti-
cal to the starkness of some of these results. The
Fréchet assumption, like the Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function, causes con� icting effects ex-
actly to cancel one another. It might seem
surprising, for example, that the distribution of
the markup depends only on the parameters u
and s, and not on levels of technology, factor
costs, or geographic barriers. One might have
thought that a lowering of geographic barriers,
by increasing the number of potential suppliers
to a market, would lower markups there. In-
deed, from the perspective of domestic produc-
ers who survive, it does, since they now face
stiffer competition from abroad. However, an
offsetting effect is the exit of domestic produc-
ers who tended to charge the lowest markups.
From the perspective of foreign suppliers, a
lowering of geographic barriers tends to raise
the markup of incumbents (who now have lower
costs) but it also leads to entry by marginal
foreign suppliers with low markups. Under our
speci� cation these offsetting effects exactly
cancel.

III. Implications for Productivity, Exporting,
and Size

How can the model explain the plant-level
facts described in Section I? We think of each
active producer of some good j in our model as
corresponding to a particular plant. At most one
plant in each country will produce good j, while
a plant may sell good j in several countries. For
simplicity we also assume that plants specialize
in producing only one good.

We � rst demonstrate the link between mea-
sured productivity and underlying ef� ciency.
We then show why exporting plants tend to
have high measured productivity and tend to be
big.

A. Ef� ciency and Measured Productivity

As we discussed above, comparisons of mea-
sured productivity across plants re� ect only dif-
ferences in their markups. Hence, in the absence
of any connection between markups and ef� -

ciency, value-based productivity measures pro-
vide information only about monopoly power
and not about underlying ef� ciency. In fact, our
model does imply that, on average, plants that
are more ef� cient charge a higher markup. As
derived in Appendix I (on the AER web site),
conditional on a level of ef� ciency z1, the dis-
tribution of the markup Mn is:

Hn ~m zz1 ! 5 Pr@Mn # mzZ1n 5 z1 #

5 5 1 2 e2 n wn
uz1

2 u~mu21! 1 # m , m#
1 m $ m# .

A plant with higher ef� ciency Z1 is likely to
have a higher markup (its distribution of M
stochastically dominates the other’s) and hence
higher measured productivity.The reason is that
a plant that is unusually ef� cient relative to
other producing plants tends to be unusually
ef� cient relative to its latent competitors as
well, so charges a higher markup.11

Hence, under imperfect competition, varia-
tion in ef� ciency can generate heterogeneity in
measured productivity across plants. As we
show next, greater ef� ciency also makes a pro-
ducer more likely to export and to be big, ex-
plaining the correlations we see in the data.

B. Ef� ciency and Exporting

Consider the best potential producer of good
j from country i facing potential competitors
from abroad with ef� ciencies Z1k( j) for k Þ i.
In order to sell at home its ef� ciency Z1i( j)
must satisfy

Z1i ~j! $ Z1k ~j!
w i

wk d ik
@k i.

11 Looking at the relationship the other way around, how
does underlying ef� ciency Z1 vary with measured produc-
tivity y? As shown in Appendix J (on the AER web site), the
conditional expectation is proportional to y (as long as the
markup is less than m# ). Hence, a plant appearing to be 2
percent more productive than another is, on average, 2
percent more ef� cient (unless it is charging the monopoly
markup, in which case expected ef� ciency is even greater).
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But to sell in some other market n requires:

Z1i ~j! $ Z1k ~j!
w i dni

wk dnk
@k i.

The triangle inequality implies that dnk #
dnidik or that widni/(wkdnk) $ wi/(wkdik).
Hence exporting anywhere imposes a higher
ef� ciency hurdle than selling only at home.
While any plant good enough to sell abroad
will also sell at home, only a fraction of those
selling domestically will succeed in exporting
anywhere.

Variation in underlying ef� ciency explains
the coexistence of exporting plants and plants
that sell only to the domestic market. Plants
with higher ef� ciency are more likely to export
and are also more likely to have higher mea-
sured productivity. Our model thus captures a
key stylized fact: Plants that export appear to be
more productive.

C. Ef� ciency and Size

Our model can also explain why exporting
plants tend to have higher domestic sales than
plants that don’t export. Obviously exporting
plants are larger because they sell to more mar-
kets. But why should we expect them to sell
more at home?

The reason is that greater ef� ciency not only
raises the probability of exporting, it will also
likely result in a lower domestic price. For
elasticities of substitution s . 1, lower prices
translate into more spending.

Greater ef� ciency leads to lower prices for
either of two reasons. For a plant that can
charge the Dixit-Stiglitz markup m# 5 s/(s 2
1), the markup is over a lower unit cost. For a
plant whose markup is limited by the costs of
potential competitors, the argument is less
straightforward. Even though, as we showed
above, more ef� cient plants tend to be further
ahead of their rivals, so can charge a higher
markup, these rivals, nonetheless, tend to be
more ef� cient themselves, forcing the plant to
set a lower price. More formally, from the joint
distribution of the lowest and second-lowest
cost (8) we can obtain the distribution of the

second-lowest cost (i.e., the price) conditional
on the lowest cost:12

Pr@C2n # c2zC1n 5 c1 # 5 1 2 e2 n ~c2
u2c1

u!.

This distribution is stochastically increasing in
c1 (and hence decreasing in z1 5 w/c1).13

IV. Quanti� cation

Our model provides a qualitative explanation
of the correlations we observe across plants
between measured productivity, exporting, and
size through the positive association of each
with underlying ef� ciency. It does not, how-
ever, yield tractable closed-form expressions for
the moments of the plant-level statistics that we
report in Section I. To assess how well our
model does quantitatively we take a simulation
approach: We � rst reformulate the model as an
algorithm that uses data on aggregate trade
shares and expenditures to simulate plant-level

12 This result is obtained as

Pr@C2n # c2zC1n 5 c1 # 5
Gn ~c1 , c2 !/c1

G1n ~c1 !/c1

5 1 2 e2 n ~c
2
u2c

1
u!,

where G1n(c1) is the marginal distribution of the lowest
cost in country n.

13 The following sports analogy might provide intuition
into our results on the productivity and size advantage of
more ef� cient plants. Suppose that a running event had been
held on many different occasions (with all participants’
speeds drawn from the same particular distribution). Imag-
ine trying to assess who, among the winners of each event,
likely ran fastest when measurement failures made the win-
ning times unavailable (just as we cannot observe a plant’s
ef� ciency Z). Say � rst that the referees forgot to start the
clock at the beginning of the race, but had managed to
record the time between when the winner crossed the � nish
line and the � nish of the runner placing second. The winner
would probably have been faster the farther ahead she was
of the runner placing second (just as in our model a more
ef� cient producer is more likely to be further ahead of its
rival, thus able to charge a higher markup). Say instead that
the clock had been started properly at the beginning of the
race, but that the referees missed recording the winner’s
time. They had, however, managed to record the time of the
runner placing second. The winner would probably have
been faster the faster the time of the runner up (just as in our
model a more ef� cient � rm is likely to have a more ef� cient
rival, so must charge a lower price).
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statistics. We then estimate the two heterogene-
ity parameters u and s to make our simulated
data match the actual productivity advantage
and size advantage of exporters. Finally, we report
how well other moments of our simulated data
line up with the remaining facts from Section I.

Each step of a simulation applies to a partic-
ular good j as if drawn at random from the
continuum. For that good we draw from the
ef� ciency distribution (7) in each country,
which together with the wi’s and dni’s deter-
mines the cost of the low-cost producer from
each country supplying each other country.
Among these potential suppliers we identify the
locations of the active (i.e., lowest-cost) produc-
ers for each market. We also determine the
second-lowest cost of supplying each market,
governing the markup there. If it turns out that
the United States has an active producer of good
j, which we interpret as a U.S. plant, we deter-
mine whether it exports, calculate its price
markup in each market where it sells, determine
its revenue in those markets, and calculate its
measured productivity. Doing so repeatedly we
build an arti� cial data set of U.S. plants whose
moments we can compare with those of the
actual plants in the U.S. Census.

A. Reformulating the Model as an Algorithm

To perform these simulations we need values
for the heterogeneity parameters s (in consump-
tion) and u (in production), common across
countries. It might appear that we also need
values for all of the model’s numerous param-
eters for the United States and its trading part-
ners: the country-speci� c parameters wi (the
cost of an input bundle) and Ti (the state of
technology), and, for each country pair, dni (the
geographic barrier).

A reformulation of the model, however, re-
veals that bilateral trade shares pni and absorp-
tion xn summarize all we need to know about
the country-speci� c parameters Ti , wi , and dni
to say who will sell where and at what markup.
The reformulation begins by de� ning transfor-
mations of the ef� ciency terms:

U1i ~j! 5 T i Z1 i ~j!
2u

U2 i ~j! 5 T i Z2i ~j!
2u.

Using the ef� ciency distribution (7), it is easy to
show that these transformed ef� ciencies are re-
alizations of random variables drawn from the
parameter-free distributions:

(14) Pr@U1i # u1 # 5 1 2 e2u1

Pr@U2i # u2zU1i 5 u1 # 5 1 2 e2u21u1.

Using equation (3), the transformed ef� ciencies
connect to costs as follows:

C1ni ~j! 5 X U1 i ~j!

pni n
D 1/u

C2ni ~j! 5 X U2i ~j!

pni n
D 1/u

.

We can now express all of the observables in
terms of realizations of the U’s (which are
drawn from parameter-free distributions), the pni
[which, via expression (13), can be observed from
trade shares], and the parameters u and s (for the
magnitudes of interest, n drops out).

The country that sells good j in each market
n, which we denote i*, is given by:

(15)

i* 5 arg min
i

$C1ni ~j!% 5 arg min
i

5 U1i ~j!

pni
6 .

Given that a producer from country i* is the
low-cost supplier of good j to market n, its
markup there is:

(16) M n ~j! 5 min5 C2n ~j!

C1n ~j!
, m# 6

5 min5 X V2n ~j!

V1n ~j!D
1/u

, m# 6
where:

V1n ~j! 5 min
i

5 U1i ~j!

pni
6 5

U1i* ~j!

pni*

V2n ~j! 5 min5 U2i* ~j!

pni*
, min

iÞ i*
5 U1i ~j!

pni
6 6 .
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How much it sells in market n is:

(17) X n ~j! 5 xn @Mn ~j!/g#1 2 sV1n ~j! ~1 2 s!/u.

For each j we can determine, for each market
n, which country i* serves as the supplier. We
use i( j) to denote the set of countries which
country i supplies. (If the set is empty, country
i imports good j.)

Since we are looking at the model’s predic-
tions about U.S. plants, we can arbitrarily assign
the United States as country 1. In our simula-
tions we treat any j for which 1( j) is non-
empty as a product with a corresponding U.S.
plant. For any such product we then calculate,
from (17), how much this plant sells in each
market and, from (16), its markup in each mar-
ket. From these expressions we can calculate for
an active U.S. plant: (1) whether the plant ex-
ports, (2) its total sales around the world, (3)
how much it exports, (4) its total production
costs, (5) its employment, and (6) its
productivity.

The last two calculations force us to take a
stand on the inputs to production. We assume
that production combines labor, with wage Wi ,
and intermediates, which are a representative
bundle of manufactures with price index pi

given in (12), with labor having a share b in
costs. The cost of an input bundle in country i,
wi in equation (3), is therefore:

(18) w i 5 W i
bp i

1 2 b

(where labor units are chosen to eliminate the
constant).

For each simulated U.S. plant we calculate
the six magnitudes as follows:

1. Whether the plant exports simply involves
checking whether 1( j) contains any ele-
ment other than 1.

2. Total sales are X( j) 5 n[ 1( j) Xn( j),
where Xn( j) is calculated according to (17).

3. Total exports are n. 1,n [ 1( j) Xn( j).
4. Total production costs are I( j) 5 n [ 1(j)

[Xn( j)/Mn( j)], where Mn( j) is given by
(16).

5. Employment, L( j), is proportional to labor
cost: W1L( j) 5 bI( j).

6. The plant-level productivity measure, value
added per worker v( j), is proportional to:

(19) v~ j!/W1

5 @X~ j! 2 ~1 2 b!I~ j!#/@W 1 L~ j!# .

B. Parameterization

For given u and s we can calculate each of
these statistics using actual data on trade shares
pni , absorption xn, and the share of intermedi-
ates in revenue. We calculate pni and xn from
1992 production and trade data in manufactures
among the 47 leading U.S. export destinations
(including the United States itself).14 Appendix
A, part 1, describes the data. Table 3 lists our
choice of partner countries as well as some
summary statistics for each of them. The ob-
served share of intermediates in revenues is
0.63. From analytic result 6, intermediate’s
share in costs is then 0.63(1 1 u)/u. Given u, we
set b 5 1 2 0.63(1 1 u)/u.15

We choose the parameters u and s to make
our arti� cial data set deliver the same produc-
tivity and size advantage of exporters as in the
U.S. plant-level data. A smaller value of u, by
generating more heterogeneity in ef� ciency,
will imply a larger productivity advantage of
exporters while a larger value of s, by deliver-
ing a larger demand response to price differ-
ences, will imply a larger size advantage.

We choose these two particular moments be-
cause, unlike variation in productivity and plant
size, these moments are invariant to sources of
variation that may be required to account fully
for the observed heterogeneity in the data. Two
such sources of variation are the following:

14 Even though our goal is to learn what the model has to
say about U.S. plants, we need to consider all bilateral trade
relationships. Whether a U.S. producer exports to France,
for example, depends, among other things, on its ability to
edge out a German rival.

15 The 0.63 � gure is calculated from the OECD’s STAN
database as the value of gross production less value added
as a share of gross production for the U.S. manufacturing
sector in 1992. The cost notion in our model is variable
cost (since we take no particular stand on overhead costs).
Since intermediates are more likely to be associated purely
with variable costs we use them as the basis for our cali-
bration of b, which represents the share of labor in variable
costs.
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TABLE 3—AGGREGATE TRADE DATA

No. Country Data source
U.S. exports
($ million)

U.S. percent
market share

Imports from ROW
(percent of total)

Exports to ROW
(percent of total)

1 Arab Emirates W 1,590 7.9 5.3 36.4
2 Argentina U 3,498 3.8 2.8 11.9
3 Australia O 8,570 6.2 2.9 5.9
4 Austria O 1,785 1.5 5.9 12.5
5 Belgium and Luxembourg O, U 6,264 4.3 4.2 3.4
6 Brazil U 5,932 2.9 3.4 7.2
7 Canada O 83,400 32.9 0.7 0.7
8 Chile U 2,441 8.8 1.6 2.7
9 China and Hong Kong U, U 16,200 3.3 1.7 6.2

10 Colombia U 3,098 12.5 1.8 5.4
11 Denmark O 1,403 2.5 4.7 7.5
12 Ecuador U 1,035 14.9 1.2 1.1
13 Egypt U 1,665 7.1 6.5 22.7
14 Finland O 914 1.8 2.7 4.9
15 France O 16,700 2.4 4.0 10.6
16 Germany (uni� ed) O 23,000 1.8 6.6 7.6
17 Greece O 804 2.0 4.1 11.9
18 India U 1,624 1.3 8.4 9.7
19 Indonesia U 2,846 5.1 0.9 3.9
20 Ireland U 2,771 8.4 1.8 1.9
21 Israel U 3,251 10.0 1.5 8.7
22 Italy O 8,124 1.2 6.4 9.0
23 Japan O 42,100 1.6 2.5 4.3
24 Korea (South) O 14,100 5.5 1.4 6.9
25 Kuwait U 1,471 15.5 3.8 25.2
26 Mexico and Caribbean O, U, W, U, U 43,700 19.8 2.4 7.0
27 Netherlands O 9,362 5.1 2.2 4.6
28 New Zealand O 1,526 7.3 1.1 8.4
29 Nigeria U 1,012 6.5 1.2 1.0
30 Norway O 1,779 3.2 3.0 8.5
31 Paraguay W 807 11.5 0.9 3.9
32 Peru U 858 5.8 2.8 2.1
33 Philippines U 1,667 4.9 1.1 1.4
34 Portugal U 807 1.3 1.7 8.0
35 Saudi Arabia W 7,145 14.4 2.1 8.1
36 Singapore and Malaysia U, U 15,000 14.1 1.5 6.4
37 Spain O 5,717 1.9 2.6 7.6
38 Sweden O 3,403 3.1 3.5 5.0
39 Switzerland U 4,222 3.2 2.7 5.2
40 South Africa U 2,106 3.0 1.5 6.1
41 Taiwan U 14,000 8.1 0.6 1.3
42 Thailand U 4,094 3.7 3.1 7.3
43 Turkey U 2,186 2.4 6.0 16.9
44 United Kingdom O 22,600 3.8 2.0 11.4
45 United States O 2,520,300 85.0 1.8 3.5
46 USSR (former) U 2,181 0.4 8.6 9.3
47 Venezuela U 6,390 17.2 1.4 10.2

Notes: The Caribbean Basin countries are Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, and Panama. All data are for 1992
and cover the manufacturing sector. Data on bilateral exports and imports (as measured by the importer) are from Robert C.
Feenstra et al. (1997). The U.S. market share is a country’s imports from the United States relative to its absorption of
manufactures. Absorption is de� ned as gross manufacturing production minus total manufactured exports plus manufactured
imports from the other countries in the sample. The data sources for gross manufacturing production (in order of our
preference for using them) are: OECD (O), UNIDO (U), and World Bank (W). [In using UNIDO data: for Argentina we took
the (weighted) geometric mean of the 1990 and 1993 � gure, for Thailand we took the geometric mean of 1991 and 1993
� gure, and for the former USSR we took the 1990 � gure.] The World Bank provides only value-added data, which we
multiply by 2.745 (the average ratio of gross production to value added for 39 of the countries). The United States’ imports
from itself are de� ned as gross manufacturing production less all exports. Imports from ROW are reported as imports from
countries not in the sample as a percentage of all imports (exports to ROW are de� ned in a parallel fashion).
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1. Productivity at the plant level may be ob-
served with error. Hence:

v̂~ j! 5 v~ j!j~ j!

where v̂( j) is observed value added per
worker, v( j) is its actual level, and j( j) is
a multiplicative error term that is indepen-
dent of underlying ef� ciency Z( j). Varia-
tion in the realized j( j)’s thus generates
variation in measured productivity that is
independent of export status or size. In
contrast, variation in Z( j), as governed by
the parameter u, generates variation in
measured productivity that correlates with
export status and (for s Þ 1) with size.

2. Different products may have different
weights in demand, so that (1) becomes:

(20) Xn ~ j! 5 a~ j! xnX Pn ~ j!

pn
D 1 2 s

,

where a( j) governs the magnitude of de-
mand anywhere for product j. We treat the
a( j) as independent of underlying ef� -
ciency Z( j), and hence independent of
who produces the good and its price in any
market. Plants that produce products with
a larger a( j) are, other things equal, larger
for reasons that are independent of their
underlying ef� ciency. Variation across the
a( j) thus provide a source of variation in
plant size that is independent of export
status. In contrast, with s Þ 1, variation in
Z( j) generates variation in plant size that
correlates with export status.

Export status correlates only with plant het-
erogeneity arising from underlying ef� ciency
differences. Hence the productivity and size ad-
vantage of exporters arises only from heteroge-
neity in Z( j) and not from that in a or j. Export
status serves as an instrument to extract varia-
tion in the data relevant for identifying u and s.

We implement the algorithm described in the
previous subsection as follows. Without assign-
ing any parameter values we draw the U1i( j)
and U2i( j) for 47 countries and 1,000,000 j’s
from the distributions (14). Using the matrix of
pni we can identify, for each destination n, the

source i* for each good j using (15). The result
generates about 850,000 active U.S. plants (the
other goods being imported). For given values
of u and s (with b chosen to be consistent with
u), we calculate items 1 through 6 above for
each U.S. plant. We search over values of u and
s until our arti� cial data set delivers the same
productivity advantage of exporters (whose
value added per worker is on average 33
percent higher than nonexporters’) and the
same size advantage of exporters (whose do-
mestic shipments are on average 4.8 times
higher than nonexporters’) as in the 1992 U.S.
Census of Manufactures. Once we have found
these values of u and s, we can calculate
analogues to the actual statistics reported in
Table 1.

C. The Model’s Fit

Searching over parameter values, we � nd that
our simulated data yield the productivity and
size advantage of exporters if u 5 3.60 and s 5
3.79. The estimate of u 5 3.60 based on plant-
level data is the same as the lowest of the three
estimates from EK, 3.60 (based on trade and
wages), as opposed to 8.28 or 12.9 (based on
trade and prices).

Table 4 reports how our simulated data, cal-
culated using these parameters, compare with
the plant-level export facts computed from the
Census data. We also consider how much of the
heterogeneity in plants’ productivity and size is
re� ected in the simulated data.

1. The Fraction Who Export. A basic predic-
tion of our framework (which does not rely
on our estimates of u or s) is the fraction of
plants that export at all. Our model’s predic-
tion that 51 percent of plants export is sub-
stantially above the 21 percent of plants that
report exporting anything in 1992. One ex-
planation (admittedly favorable to our
model) is that a number of plants fail to
report exporting. Recall that total exports
reported by manufacturing plants in the Cen-
sus survey constitute just over 60 percent of
total aggregate U.S. manufacturing exports
as measured by OECD.

2. The Fraction of Revenues from Exports.
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Our simulated data match the skewness of
the distribution of export intensity among
U.S. exporting plants, with most exporters
selling only a small fraction abroad. We
capture this feature of the data quite nicely
despite having ignored it in choosing pa-
rameter values.

3. Variability in Productivity. The standard
deviation of the log of value added per
worker is about 0.35 in our simulated data
while in the actual data it is 0.75. As dis-
cussed in Section IV, subsection B, an ex-
planation for our underprediction that is
consistent with our model is that measure-
ment error in the Census data generates
much more heterogeneity in the actual data.
With this interpretation, heterogeneity in un-
derlying ef� ciency explains 22 percent of the
variance in the log of measured value added
per worker. It is obviously somewhat prob-
lematic to attribute so much of the variability
in productivity to measurement error.

Given s, a smaller value of u would allow
variability in underlying ef� ciency to ac-
count for more of the variation in mea-
sured productivity, but would lead us to
overstate the productivity advantage of
exporters.

4. Variability in Size. The standard deviation
of the log of domestic sales is 0.84 in the
simulated data and 1.67 in the actual data. As
discussed in Section IV, subsection B, an
explanation consistent with our model is that
variation in demand weights across goods
generates additional variability in plant
size. With this interpretation, heterogene-
ity in underlying ef� ciency explains 25
percent of the variance in log domestic
sales. Given u, a larger value of s would
allow variability in underlying ef� ciency
to account for more of the variation in size
but would lead us to overstate the size
advantage of exporters.

In summary, our model not only picks up the
qualitative features of the plant-level data, pa-
rameterizing the model with aggregate trade
data we can go quite far in � tting the quantita-
tive magnitudes.

V. General Equilibrium

We have been able to infer the connection
between aggregate trade � ows and plant-level
facts from the model, taking input costs and
trade patterns as given. But in using the model
to infer the effects of exogenous changes in the
global environment, we need to specify how
these magnitudes respond.

To close the model in the simplest way, we
assume that there is a tradeable nonmanufac-
tured good which can serve as our numeraire.
Each country n produces this good competi-
tively with labor productivity Wn. The manu-
facturing sector in country n therefore faces an
elastic supply of labor at wage Wn. (EK de-
scribe other ways of closing the model.)

Given wages, manufacturing price levels in
different countries are connected through trade
in intermediates. To take these interactions into
account we manipulate equations (12), (9), and
(18) to obtain:

TABLE 4—EXPORT FACTS: SIMULATED VS. ACTUAL

Export status

Percentage of all plants

Simulated Actual

No exports 49 79
Some exports 51 21

Export intensity
of exporters
(percent)

Percentage of exporting
plants

Simulated Actual

0 to 10 76 66
10 to 20 19 16
20 to 30 4.2 7.7
30 to 40 0.0 4.4
40 to 50 0.0 2.4
50 to 60 0.0 1.5
60 to 70 0.0 1.0
70 to 80 0.0 0.6
80 to 90 0.0 0.5
90 to 100 0.0 0.7

Notes: The simulated export facts are based on u 5 3.60 and
s 5 3.79, the parameter values for which the model delivers
the observed productivity advantage and size advantage of
U.S. exporters. A simulation of the model involves sam-
pling production ef� ciencies for 1,000,000 goods in 47
countries, calculating the outcome for each good in each
market, and averaging over all the outcomes in which a U.S.
plant is active. The actual export facts are from Table 1.
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(21) P2u 5 P2u~1 2 b!,

where the nth element of the vector Pa is pn
a and

the element in the nth row and ith column of the
matrix is proportional to TiWi

2 ubdni
2 u . We

solve for the endogenous response of prices to
the exogenous shocks considered in our coun-
terfactuals using a loglinear approximation to
(21).

Having determined how prices change, we
can easily calculate the change in input cost wi

in each country. Using equation (10) we can
then calculate changes in the market share pni
of any country i in any other country n. The
remaining step is to calculate changes in man-
ufacturing absorption in each country.

We denote each country’s expenditure on
manufactures for purposes other than as inputs
into manufacturing (i.e., � nal expenditure and
expenditure on inputs into nonmanufacturing)
by yn and treat that amount as exogenous.
Since, from result 6 in Section II, aggregate
costs are a fraction u/(1 1 u) of aggregate
revenues, the vector of manufacturing absorp-
tions satisfy:

(22) X 5
u

1 1 u
~1 2 b! P 9X 1 Y,

where the nth element of the vector X is xn, the
representative element of the vector Y is yn, and
the representative element of the matrix P is
pni. The � rst term on the right side of equation
(22) represents demand for intermediates in
manufacturing while the second term represents
other demand for manufactures. We use equa-
tion (22) to calculate how a change in P trans-
lates into a change in X. Together, the changes
in P and X determine the new values of xni for
each country n and i.

VI. Counterfactuals

We consider two types of aggregate shocks to
the world trading regime: (i) a 5-percent world-
wide decline in geographic barriers (resulting in
15-percent more world trade), and (ii) a 10-
percent exogenous appreciation of the U.S.

wage relative to wages in other countries (lead-
ing to a 14-percent decline in U.S. exports). We
compare each counterfactual situation to a base-
line, holding � xed the ef� ciency levels of all
potential producers.

For each counterfactual we ask: (i) How
much entry and exit occurs, both in and out of
production and in and out of exporting? (ii)
What happens to a conventional measure of
overall U.S. manufacturing productivity and
what are the contributions of entry, exit,
and reallocation among surviving incum-
bents? (iii) What happens to total employ-
ment, job creation, and job destruction in
manufacturing?

Before turning to the results themselves, we
explain our productivity measure and its
components.

A. Productivity Accounting

In assessing the impacts of our counterfactu-
als on measured productivity we look at total
manufacturing value added divided by manu-
facturing employment. Previously we consid-
ered productivity at a given moment across a
given set of plants facing the same input prices.
We now have to account for the role of entry,
exit, reallocation, and changes in input costs and
prices.

Starting at the plant level, we modify (19)
by de� ning q( j) 5 v ( j)/p to take account of
changes in the manufacturing price level.
(Since from now on we consider only U.S.
plants we drop the subscript i .) Aggregating
across plants, overall manufacturing produc-
tivity q is:

q 5 O
j

s~ j!q~ j! ,

where s( j) 5 L( j)/L is employment in plant
j as a fraction of total manufacturing
employment.

Following Lucia Foster et al. (2001), we de-
compose aggregate productivity growth into the
contributions of entering plants (n), exiting
plants ( x), reallocation among surviving incum-
bents (c), and productivity gains for continuing
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incumbents. Denoting the set of plants of each
type as k, k 5 n, x, c:

(23) q9 2 q

5 O
j [ c

s~ j!@q9~ j! 2 q~ j!#

1 O
j [ c

@s9~ j! 2 s~ j!#@q~ j! 2 q#

1 O
j [ c

@s9~ j! 2 s~ j!#@q9~ j! 2 q~ j!#

1 O
j [ n

s9~ j!@q9~ j! 2 q#

1 O
j [ x

s~ j!@q 2 q~ j!#

where z9 denotes the counterfactual value of
variable z. The � rst term is the contribution of
productivity changes for continuing plants with
initial weights. The second term is the effect of
reallocating production among continuing
plants given their initial productivity. The third
term is the cross-effect of reallocation and pro-
ductivity changes for continuing plants. The
fourth term is the contribution from entry and
the � fth from exit.

Even though we are holding a plant’s ef� -
ciency draw � xed, our counterfactual experi-
ments can affect measured productivity at a
continuing plant. Using the cost function, we
can write a plant’s de� ated value added per
worker as:

(24) q~ j! 5
1

b

W

p
@MC~ j! 2 ~1 2 b!#

where MC( j) 5 X( j)/I( j) is the composite
markup across all markets, i.e., total revenues
over total costs. Note that, across plants, mea-
sured productivity varies for no other reason
than the markup. In our counterfactuals,
which look at the same plant in two different
situations, measured productivity can rise ei-
ther because of an increase in the plant’s

markup or because of a fall in manufacturing
prices, p.

B. Counterfactual Outcomes

The results of the two counterfactuals are
shown in Table 5:

1. Globalization (taking the form of a 5-percent
fall in geographic barriers) leads to a 4.7-
percent increase in our productivitymeasure.
The main factor is the gains within surviving
plants driven by the decline in the price of
intermediates (as cheaper imports replace
domestically produced inputs). But the real-
location of production is also important.
Over 3 percent of U.S. plants exit. Since
their productivity averages only 45 percent
of the survivors’, exit contributes 0.8 per-
cent to the overall productivity gain. As
smaller, lower-productivity plants exit,
high-productivity exporters expand, lead-
ing to an additional 0.2-percent gain. (As
they expand, however, they sell to markets
where their cost advantage is smaller,
hence the covariance term of 20.1 per-
cent.) Net job loss is only 1.3 percent of
initial employment, a much lower percent
than plant exit. This � gure is the net out-
come of 1.5-percent gross job creation at
plants that expand and 2.8-percent gross
job destruction at plants that shrink or
close altogether.

2. A loss in U.S. “competitiveness” (taking
the form of a 10-percent rise in the U.S.
wage relative to wages elsewhere) actually
pushes measured U.S. manufacturing pro-
ductivity up by 4.2 percent. The primary
reason is that imports keep intermediates
prices from rising by as much as the
wage, so that plants substitute intermedi-
ates for workers. Exit by unproductive do-
mestic producers contributes an additional
0.8 percent to the overall productivity
gain. Slightly offsetting these gains is the
reallocation of production away from the
most productive � rms (who lose export
markets), contributing to a drop of 0.2
percent in value added per worker. To-
gether substitution, reallocation, and exit
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generate a 13-percent fall in manufacturing
employment.

To show what kind of churning goes on at the
plant level, Tables 6 and 7 illustrate transitions
in and out of production and in and out of
exporting for each counterfactual. Globaliza-
tion, as shown in Table 6, generates action
among plants initially not exporting: While 6.7
percent of nonexporters are shut down by for-
eign competition, 5.2 percent take advantage of
new export opportunities. Initial productivity is
a good indicator of how a nonexporter will fare:
17 percent of those in the lowest quartile exit
while only 2.9 percent enter export markets. But
none of the plants in the top productivity quar-

tile shuts down, and 12 percent enter export
markets.

A loss of competitiveness, as shown in Table
7, leads to the exit of 6.1 percent of the plants
originally producing only for the U.S. market.
Fewer than 1 percent of exporters shut down,
but 10 percent do stop exporting. Breaking
down these statistics by a plant’s initial position
in the productivity distribution, nearly 15 per-
cent of low-productivity nonexporting plants
exit while none exit from the top three quar-
tiles of the productivity distribution. The re-
sults for exporters are similar: Among the
low-productivity group 21 percent stop ex-
porting, of which almost 3 percent actually
exit. For the highest-productivity exporters

TABLE 5—COUNTERFACTUALS

Statistics for U.S. producers

Counterfactual experiment

5-percent lower
barriers

10-percent higher
U.S. relative

wage

Productivity decomposition (percent change):
Aggregate 4.7 4.2

Entrants 0.0 0.0
Exiters 0.8 0.8
Reallocation, continuing plants 0.2 20.2
Covariance, continuing plants 20.1 20.1
Gains, continuing plants 3.9 3.7

Plant exit and entry:
Number of plants (percent change) 23.3 23.1
Relative productivity of exiters (percent) 45 47

Employment share (percent), prior 1.5 1.4
Employment:

Total employment in manufacturing
(percent change)

21.3 213

Job creation (percent) 1.5 0.3
Job destruction (percent) 2.8 13

International trade:
U.S. exports (percent change) 11 214
U.S. imports (percent change) 17 10
U.S. absorption (percent change) 21.9 26.0
World trade (percent change) 15 1.4

Notes: Results are based on simulating the model (with u 5 3.60 and s 5 3.79) by sampling
production ef� ciencies for 500,000 goods, calculating the outcome for each under the
counterfactual and under the baseline, and calculating statistics for the outcomes in which a
U.S. plant is ever active. Aggregate productivity is manufacturing value added de� ated by the
manufacturing price level and divided by manufacturing employment. The next four rows
correspond to the decomposition of equation (23), shown as percentages of the initial level of
productivity q . Relative productivity of exiters is calculated (prior to the counterfactual) as the
employment-weighted average productivity of plants that would eventually exit divided by
the employment-weighted average productivity of plants that would survive the counterfac-
tual. Job creation and job destruction are both shown as a percentage of initial manufacturing
employment.
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fewer than 4 percent stop exporting. For ei-
ther counterfactual, we see a striking hetero-
geneity of outcomes from aggregate shocks.

VII. Conclusion

Recent plant-level � ndings pose challenges
to standard trade theory. Most notably, plants
that export are scattered across industries; even
exporters earn most of their revenues domesti-
cally; and productivity differs dramatically
across plants within an industry. We reconcile
what goes on at the plant level with a fully
articulated and parameterized model of interna-
tional trade. Our framework captures the styl-
ized facts qualitatively, and goes quite far in
matching data on U.S. manufacturing plants.
The framework points to the importance of
export costs in segmenting markets, and of ef-
� ciency differences across producers in gener-
ating heterogeneity in market power, measured

productivity, and the ability to overcome geo-
graphic barriers.

Although foreign markets are small in plants’
revenues, the international economy nonethe-
less plays an important role in determining
which producers are in business and which are
good enough to export. Simulations of counter-
factuals illustrate the potentially diverse impact
at the plant level of aggregate policy shifts.
Lower trade barriers, for example, tend to nudge
out low-productivity plants while enabling the
highly productive to sell more abroad. Even
though the number of U.S. plants fall there is
little net job destruction (but substantial job
turnover). Aggregate productivity rises as
employment shifts from low-productivity
plants driven out by import competition to
high-productivity plants turning toward ex-
port markets.

Our model captures very parsimoniously the
remarkable heterogeneity of plant-level experi-
ence. To achieve this parsimony it omits many

TABLE 6—PLANT-LEVEL TRANSITIONS: 5-PERCENT LOWER GEOGRAPHIC BARRIERS

Before
geographic
barriers fall After geographic barriers fall

Percent of
plants

Exit
(percent)

Domestic
(percent)

Export
(percent)

All plants:
Domestic 49 6.7 88 5.2
Export 51 0.1 0.9 99

By productivity quartile:
Lowest quartile

Domestic 77 17 80 2.9
Export 23 0.6 1.5 98

Second quartile
Domestic 66 0.1 95 4.6
Export 34 0.0 1.6 98

Third quartile
Domestic 30 0 93 7.2
Export 70 0 0.9 99

Highest quartile
Domestic 21 0 88 12
Export 79 0 0.4 99

Notes: Results are based on simulating the model (with u 5 3.60 and s 5 3.79) by sampling
production ef� ciencies for 500,000 goods, calculating the outcome for each under the
counterfactual and under the baseline, and calculating statistics for the outcomes in which a
U.S. plant is ever active. Every pair of numbers in the � rst column sum to 100 percent. The
last three numbers in every row also sums to 100 percent (except, due to rounding). Following
the decline in geographic barriers, a U.S. plant will either shut down (“Exit”), produce only
for the domestic market (“Domestic”), or continue to export (“Export”).
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important features of the world. We ignore pos-
sible differences across industries in relevant
parameter values. We treat labor as homoge-
neous and have implicitly lumped capital to-
gether with intermediates. We assume the
absence of any internal trade barriers. We ig-
nore dynamics entirely. In principle one could
extend our approach to incorporate these fea-
tures (and such extensions remain topics for
future research). But our theory has already
gone much further than previous work in bridg-
ing the gap between macro- and micro-level
trade data.

APPENDIX A: DATA

Our empirical work combines macro-level
observations on bilateral trade and production
in manufacturing with micro-level statistics cal-
culated from observations of individual U.S.
manufacturing establishments. We describe
each in turn.

1. Aggregate Trade Data

We chose our sample of countries as follows
(the 47 countries or regions are listed in Table
3). We started with the 52 countries that import
the most from the United States. To avoid prob-
lems of entrepot trade we combined Hong Kong
with China and Singapore with Malaysia. A
remaining anomaly is the large U.S. market
share in manufacturing absorption of a number
of countries in the Caribbean Basin (Costa Rica,
the Dominican Republic, Guatemala, and Pan-
ama). U.S. exports to these countries turn out to
be dominated by apparel and textile products.
This trade is essentially legislated by preferen-
tial trading agreements (the Caribbean Basin
Initiative and Special Access Program 807A of
the U.S. Harmonized Tariff) which give U.S.
manufacturers a strong incentive to outsource
the production of apparel from fabric formed
and cut in the United States. These programs
grossly in� ate the U.S. share in these countries’

TABLE 7—PLANT-LEVEL TRANSITIONS: 10-PERCENT HIGHER U.S. RELATIVE WAGE

Before
appreciation of
the U.S. wage After appreciation of the U.S. wage

Percent of
plants

Exit
(percent)

Domestic
(percent)

Export
(percent)

All plants:
Domestic 49 6.1 94 0.0
Export 51 0.3 10 90

By productivity quartile:
Lowest quartile

Domestic 77 15 85 0.0
Export 23 2.6 18 79

Second quartile
Domestic 66 0.0 100 0.0
Export 34 0.0 18 82

Third quartile
Domestic 31 0 100 0
Export 69 0 11 89

Highest quartile
Domestic 21 0 100 0
Export 79 0 3.9 96

Notes: Results are based on simulating the model (with u 5 3.60 and s 5 3.79) by sampling
production ef� ciencies for 500,000 goods, calculating the outcome for each under the
counterfactual and under the baseline, and calculating statistics for the outcomes in which a
U.S. plant is ever active. Every pair of numbers in the � rst column sum to 100 percent. The
last three numbers in every row also sums to 100 percent (except, due to rounding). Following
the wage appreciation, an active U.S. plant will either shut down (“Exit”), produce only for
the domestic market (“Domestic”), or continue to export (“Export”).
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absorption of manufactures. We deal with the
problem by consolidating Caribbean Basin
Countries with Mexico, whose size swamps the
in� uence of apparel trade governed by these
statutes. (Dealing with this phenomenon prop-
erly in our framework would require pursuing
an industry-level analysis.)

Bilateral trade ( xni) among these countries
(in millions of U.S. dollars) is from Robert C.
Feenstra et al. (1997). Starting with the � le
WBEA92.ASC, we aggregate over all manufac-
turing industries.

Data on 1992 gross production in manufac-
turing in millions of U.S. dollars came from
three sources. When possible we used the data
published by the OECD (1995). If that was
unavailable we used gross production data from
UNIDO (1999). In a few cases, we resorted to
value added in manufacturing from the World
Bank (1995), scaling up the numbers by the
factor 2.745 to make them consistent with gross
production. Some basic statistics, as well as
additional information on our data source for
each country, are in Table 3.

We get home purchases xnn by subtracting
total exports of manufactures from 1992 gross
manufacturing production. Total manufacturing
absorption is xn 5 i5 1

47 xni , where xni is the
imports by country n of manufactures produced
in country i. There is some undercounting since
we do not have all the countries of the world.
The last two columns of Table 3 suggest that
undercounting is not a serious problem.

2. Plant-Level Data

We extract our plant-level facts from the
1992 U.S. Census of Manufactures in the Lon-
gitudinal Research Database of the Bureau of
the Census (see Bernard and Jensen, 1999a).
The 1992 Census includes over 200,000 plants
(excluding very small plants not mailed a cen-
sus form). It provides data on their value of
shipments, production and nonproduction em-
ployment, salaries and wages, value added, cap-
ital stock, ownership structure, and exports. The
plant export measure is the reported value of
exports, speci� cally “the value of products
shipped for export [including] direct exports
and products shipped to exporters or other
wholesalers for export.” As some indirect ex-
ports are not included in this measure, we do

� nd systematic undercounting of total exports
as measured by the Census. See Bernard and
Jensen (1995) for a more detailed analysis of
undercounting.
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